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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Aim
aaaaBali, with a population comprising 80% Hindu, has 
a strong culture, evidenced by its temples and religious 
ceremonies. The culture is deep-rooted in Balinese daily 
life, which is shown in the traditional Balinese house.
aaaaModernity has had a significant impact in Bali 
after it was exhibited as the last paradise during the 
Dutch colonial period1) , which has made Bali popular 
worldwide and number one in Indonesia. Moreover, this 
influences the lodging demand and facilities, including 
villas.2) This is a chance to promote Balinese culture by 
designing villas with better understanding of the local 
culture.
aaaaSince minimalism was first introduced at the end 
of the 1990s, as depicted by Harry Kurniawan3), it has 
become a high-end trend in Bali and indeed a new 
challenge. Moreover, Christina Gantini stated hesitation 
over whether modern Balinese architecture represents 
Hindu philosophy.4) There are no straight or dashed lines 
that explain the level of traditional Balinese values on 
contemporary architecture in her findings.4) How about 
nowadays? Is Hindu philosophy still relevant to apply 
to contemporary design in Bali? Are the architects still 
concious of the traditional philosophy? How do they 
integrate it into designs? Through a literature analysis 
and case studies, the aim of this research is to clarify the 
characteristics of contemporary villas design approaches 
related to Hindu philosophy in Bali. 
1.2 Objective and Methodology
aaaaIn chapter 2, a study based on four references was 
conducted to determine the characteristics of traditional 
Balinese houses related to Hindu philosophy, from 
which 14 characteristics were extracted. After that, the 
characteristics were categorized into five aspects based 
on a design process (Table 1).
aaaaIn chapter 3, three well-known architects who 
specialize in designing villas in Bali were chosen as 
research subjects. Then, each architect’s representative 
work was analyzed according to the five aspects, and an 
interview was conducted to determine their reasons for 
and methods of integrating Hindu philosophy into their 
designs (Table 2).

Table 1. Four references of traditional Balinese house,
prepared by the Author 

Table 2. The architects and their representative works,
prepared by the Author

2. Traditional Balinese House 
characteristics related to Hindu Philosophy
2.1 Hindu Philosophy: Tri Hita Karana
HaiiHindu philosophy refers to a harmonious relationship 
among God, humans, and nature.5) The philosophy 
was named Tri Hita Karana in 1966 during a Hindu 
conference based on awareness to build an affluent 
society.6) Tri means “three,” Hita means “beatitude,” and 
Karana means “cause.” Balinese believe that applying 
Tri Hita Karana will make their life balanced and 
prosperous (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Tri Hita Karana, prepared by the Author

2.2 Traditional Balinese House characteristics 
representing Tri Hita Karana
aaaTri Hita Karana is not only an imaginary concept, 
but also a principle that Balinese attempts to interpret 
Tri Hita Karana value in every aspects of their daily 
lives, proved by Tri Hita Karana  principle on traditional 
Balinese house(Table 3).5) 

aaaAccording to the relation to God, human, and 
nature, 14 characterictics related to Tri Hita Karana 
were extracted from four references about the traditional 
Balinese houses and categorized in five aspects following 
the design process: (A)master plan, (B)structure, (C)
material, (D)scale and measurement, and (E) decoration 
(Table 3).
aaaIn master plan, there are three characteristics: (A1) a 
harmony relation of architecture, human, and nature, (A2) 
nine zones (nawa sanga): land hierarchy by religion and 
earth axes, and (A3) zoning according to land hierarchy.
aaaIn structure are (B1) structure based on Tri Angga 
(head, body, leg) and (B2) open structure.
aaaIn material, (C1) natural material and (C2) hierarchy 
material are included.
aaaMoreover, (D1) house owner’s dimension, (D2) 
building position decided by owner’s foot (tampak), (D3) 
footprint shape based on land and owner’s hierarchy, (D4) 
sloka module based on owner’s dimension, and D5) rai 
module for timber pillars size and span are categorized in 
scale and measurement aspect.
aaaLast, (E1) decoration showing social hierarchy, 
nature, and religion and (E2) color application based on 
natural material and nawa sanga chart were classified in 
decoration aspect.
aaaIn the traditional case, it is most distictive that the 
scale and measurement system (D) based on the house 
owner’s dimension was the most considerable while 
designing the house, followed by master plan based on 
mountain and sunrise directions (table 3). There are five 
and three characteristics in the scale and measurement 
and master plan, respectively whereas the other aspects 
consists of two characteristics.

Architect Popo Danes Siffroji Massaid Arif Ketut Arthana

Date of interview 15/01/2018 15/01/2018 22/01/2018

Name of the work Villa Bayad Villa Kaba Fivelements

Built year 2006 2000 2010

Site area 7,500 m2 550 m2 9,000 m2

No Title Author Year

1 Arsitektur Tradisional Daerah Bali Ir. N. Gelebet 1985

2 Balinese Architecture J. Davidson 2003

3 An Approach to Formalising Traditional 
Balinese Architecture with Design Grammars

P. Ferschin and M. Di 
Angelo 2003

4 Traditional Balinese Architecture:
What is Thought and What is Seen

C. Gantini, J. Prijotomo, 
Y.  Saliya, and

D. Winawangsari
2011
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Table 3. Traditional Balinese house aspects related to Tri Hita Karana, 
prepared by the Author

3. Contemporary Villa Designs
3.1 Three Architects’ Works Analysis
aaaaWith an eye toward determining the characteristics 
of contemporary villa design approaches related to 
Tri Hita Karana, three prominent architects and their 
representative designs were used for case studies: Popo 
Danes (Villa Bayad), Siffroji Massaid Arif (Villa Kaba), 
and Ketut Arthana (Fivelements). Design methods related 
to the consideration of Tri Hita Karana were found and 
organized based on the traditional characteristics that had 
been extracted and categorized in chapter 2. Meanwhile, 
by comparing the methods to past methods and among 
the three architects, the design methods were classified 
into four types (Table 4). 
3.2 Comparison
3.2.1 Comparing The Three Architects
aaaaThis section focuses on each architect’s approach 
in terms of each aspect and determine whether it is a 
common method among the other architects (Table 4).
aaaaRegarding master plans, Arif and Arthana applied a 
common approach to create a harmonious relationship 
among the architecture, humans, and nature. Arif oriented 
volumes to surrounding views, while Arthana tried to 
maintain the volume’s height to not exceed those of the 
trees and oriented volumes toward the river (    ). Arthana 
said that this was a symbol of respect to nature.7): “an 
architecture should not show off, but be humble,” specified 
Arthana. Popo Danes preferred a different approach by 
planting dozens of trees and designing multiple volumes 
with standard dimensions, which were the key to building 
a harmonious connection with nature(aa ).8) While Danes 
and Arif applied a common approach with nine zones 
(nawa sanga)(aa ), Arthana focused more on applying 
a different approach by categorizing functions based on 
important and sacred values, by considering a positive 
energy called taksu, and by representing unfolding space 
using the volumes’ arrangement(aa ).7)

aaaaRegarding structure, both Danes and Arthana 
implemented a common approach in applying Tri 
Angga (head, body, and leg). Likewise, Danes applied 
similar structures to those of traditional Balinese houses, 
which consist of beams, posts, a squatting dog, and a 
base(aa ), whereas Arthana applied the concept only as 
a configuration(aa ). “The implementation of a single-
footed foundation is not for cloning the structure system 
of a traditional Balinese house; more than that, it is an 
expression of respect for nature by minimizing the 
ground connection ,” said Arthana.  
aaaaRegarding natural material implementation, the 
architects applied different approaches. Danes applied 
materials similar to those of the traditional Balinese 
house(aa ), while Arif and Arthana implemented different 
materials. Arif used traditional Balinese doors, pillars as 
well as reused materials and stone on façade with the 
same tone color as the surroundings, while Arthana made 
use of bamboo throughout his design(aa ).
aaaaIn terms of scale and measurement, none of the 
architects applied the house owner’s dimensions. They 
still considered the human scale in design for both 
urban9) and interior10) scales(    ), yet Arthana thought 
more deeply by using human dimensions to define the 
volume’s size.(aa ).
aaaaBoth Danes and Arif applied decoration. They used 
the same approach of carving all of the decorations onto 
the natural material; however, there were no relationships 
between the selected colors in their designs and the nawa 
sanga chart (   ). Although these architects considered 
Balinese ornamentation in their designs, each architect 
had different reasons. Arif implemented Balinese 
decoration in the villa’s design as a tool to introduce 
Balinese art10) and stated that it is essential to combine 
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Sources: 
*1) Personal documentation by Sylviana Putri Sunario Soegondo
*2) Akmal, Imelda. Architectural Guide Indonesia. Berlin: DOM Publishers, 2015
*3) http://www.villabaliluxury.com/villas/bayad-villa/
*4) https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/17575790
*5) Personal data of Ketut Arthana
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Popo Danes - Villa Bayad Siffroji Massaid Arif - Villa Kaba Ketut Arthana - Fivelements

Table 4. Design approaches related to Tri Hita Karana, Prepared by the Author
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Popo Danes  (Villa Bayad) Siffroji Massaid Arif (Villa Kaba) Ketut Arthana (Fivelements)

A1. A harmony relation of architecture, human, and nature <Planting a dozens of trees and designing 
multi-volumes with a standard dimension

o Facing to surrounding views o Maintaining the volume height not to exeed the 
trees; o Orientating volumes to face the river

A2. Nine zones (nawa sanga ): land hierarchy by religion 
and earth axes

Nawasanga Nawasanga  (toward to the mountain) Nawasanga ; l Designing an imaginary line 
relation between Mt. Agung  and Ayung  river

A3. Zoning according to land hierarchy  Only entrance located at west  The house temple located at north <Categorizing functions based on important and 
sacred values by considering a positive energy 
(taksu ); <Representing unfolding space by volume 
arrangement

B1. Structure based on tri angga (head,body, and leg)  Similar to Balinese traditional house 
structure: beam,post,squatting dog, and base

 Implementing Tri angga as a configuration: 
beam,post, and base

B2. Open structure  Representing open structure, but still 
considering privacy necessity

o Wide glass and light wooden/steel frames 
to blurring a barrier between inside and 
outside

 Representing open structure, but still considering 
privacy necessity

C1. Natural material lThatch, wood, stone, and brick wall plastered <Balinese traditional doors, pillars, and 
reused materials; <Using stone on façade 
having same tone color with surrounding

<Using bamboo mainly as a sustainable material

C2. Hierarchy of material
D1. House owner's dimension
D2. Building position decided by owner's foot (tampak )

D3. Footprint shape based on land and owner's hierarchy

D4. "Sloka" module based on owner's dimension
D5. "Rai" module for timber pillars size and span
E1. Decoration shows social hierarchy, nature, and 
religion

< Expression of respect on Balinese art < As a contrast and plays a role as 
educational tools  

E2. Color application based on natural material and "nawa 
sanga" chart

 All ornamentations are carved on wood  All ornamentations are carved on wood

ApproachesFive Aspects 
in Design 
Process

14 Characteristics of Balinese Traditional House 
related to Tri Hita Karana

A. Master 
Plan

B. Structure

l  Similar approach to the past time (specific and differ from the other architects)      < Different approach from the past time (specific and differ from the other architects)
 Similar approach to the past time (common among the three architects)                   o Different approach from the past time (common among the three architects)

o Urban Scale; intimate with nature o Intimate; to show moderate atmosphere

C. Material

D. Scale and 
measurement

E. Decoration

o Intimate and monumental based on functions;< 
Human dimension for defining the volume size

Legend:



female and male in Hinduism). Human dimension is also 
considered as a proportion.7) “This is essential because it 
is a manifestation of multi-function as a gathering space, 
and it is also the idea of harmony with the universe, 
bringing all human to unity and peace on a prosperous 
world.” Stated by Arthana.
aaaaOn decoration aspect, Arthana decided not to apply 
ornamentation. Arthana opined that re-interpreting means 
not copying as it is. Thus, deeper understanding is needed 
to create a new typology.7) “The absence of decoration 
does not mean that it is not Balinese architecture”, said 
Arthana.
4. Conclusion
aaaaThis research clarifies that despite the influence of 
minimalism in Indonesia, the architects considered Tri 
Hita Karana when designing their villas; however, their 
methods were different. Danes mostly applied a similar 
approach to those of the past time while Arif and Arthana 
attempted to use different approaches from those of the 
past. As mentioned in chart 1, similar approaches to those 
of the past were generally applied to the master plans, 
structures, and decorations, and different approaches 
were implemented in all five aspects.
aaaaBasically, all of the architects attempted to specify 
their approaches by implementing a different method from 
those of the past and from the other architects in various 
aspects. On one hand, Danes planted dozens of trees, 
designed multiple volumes with standard dimensions in 
the master plan, and applied ornamentation in terms of 
decoration as an expression of respect to Balinese art. 
aaaaOn the other hand, Arif tended to create a distinction 
by implementing reused material and stone-finished 
facades with a similar tone as the surroundings, in terms 
of material aspects, and applied ornamentation to show a 
contrast and educate the viewer. Arthana applied specific 
approaches in terms of three aspects: by categorizing 
functions based on the sacred level and positive energy 
and representing unfolding space in the master plan, 
using bamboo to maintain nature in the materials, and 
implementing human dimensions to define the volume’s 
size in terms of scale and measurement, which was an 
essential aspect in traditional Balinese houses.  
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Balinese decoration with modern materials such as steel 
and glass to make it relevant in this modern era (    ).10) In 
contrast, Danes actualized decorations as an expression 
of respect to Balinese art(aa ).9) 

3.2.2 Comparing The Five Aspects
aaaaThis chapter spells out the distribution of inclinations 
toward each approach among the three architects
(Table 4).
aaaaMost of the architects applied nine zones—nawa 
sanga—to organize zoning (    ). This method is the same 
as that used in traditional Balinese houses. Meanwhile, 
only Arthana rethought those two aspects differently. He 
tried to design an imaginary line relation between the 
mountain and river within the site (       ). This is similar to the 
traditional houses in Bali, which respect the relationship 
between upstream (mountains) and downstream (the sea). 
Furthermore, he tended to categorize functions based 
on important and sacred values by considering positive 
energy—taksu—rather than only applying functions 
based on nawa sanga (    ). In his design, Fivelements, the 
highest hierarchy was determined first by discovering the 
crossing point of eight positive energies.7) This energy 
is important to bring a sacred atmosphere in the highest 
zone.6) Moreover, he mentioned that determining God’s 
position is essential in Tri Hita Karana.7) Another unique 
approach applied by Arthana is that of an “unfolding 
space”(     ). Basically, the circulation type in Fivelements 
is curvilinear with unexpected transition spaces, called 
unfolding space, as can be observed in the pool area. This 
circulation type is applied to achieve a spacious feeling on 
9,000 m2 12) and to represent unfolding space in Balinese 
traditional house.7) Arthana specified that Balinese space 
has a distinctive characteristic on its space arrangements. 
The spaces are able to be enjoyed step by step where 
we get unique transitions as we go through one space to 
another.7)

aaaaOn structural aspect, both Danes and Arthana applied 
Tri Angga (head, body, and leg)(   ). Only Arif doesn’t 
applied structure based on Tri Angga at all. He believes 
that the building can be modern, but he still attempts to 
integrate traditional Balinese aspects as an unstructured 
element.10) 
aaaaNone of the architects considered both hierarchy of 
material and house owner’s dimension. The architects 
opined that material application is not a matter of 
showing caste. For example, designing a dwelling with 
modest orientation by using local materials creatively is 
a form of Arif’s responsibility in maintaining the history 
of Balinese civilization(    ).11) Another example, Arthana 
chose bamboo because it is a sustainable material, or in 
other words, it is a good way to maintain nature(    ).7) 
aaaaEven, house owner’s dimension was not applied on 
scale and measurement because the architects agree that it 
is not relevant anymore. The reasons were technological 
advances and the villa owner’s is foreigners. Thus, 
they do not believe in Hinduism. Alternatively, they 
still consider an intimate space. Scale was not only 
representing a relation between human and a building, 
but also building and its context. Villa Bayad proves it 
on how to maintain the building height in order to be 
harmonious with nature(aa). From a distance, only a 
modest thatched roof is visible among the lush greenery.8) 
“It is one of the methods to respect nature”, said Danes. 
Same as Danes, Arif said that it is important to consider 
human proportion because it brings modesty to the 
atmosphere (   ).10) As one of Arif’s concept, the modesty 
is shown in an intimate space such as a family space.11) 
Deeper than those two architects, Arthana reinterprets the 
intimate space as a volume. Most of the volumes bring a 
spirit of grounded atmosphere by applying an intimate 
scale(aa). The floor plan of multi-function buildings, 
for example, represents lingga-yoni (an expression of 

Chart 1. A comparison of the architects’ approaches, prepared by Author


